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operate, or maintain this product. Users are required to familiarize themselves with installation
and wiring instructions in addition to requirements of all applicable codes, laws, and standards.
Page 6 Current Output Type Page Additional Resources Provides declarations of conformity,
certificates, and other website certification details. To order paper copies of technical
documentation, contact your local Allen-Bradley distributor or Rockwell Automation sales
representative. The modules are installed in a ControlLogix chassis and use a removable
terminal block RTB or a Bulletin interface module cable to connect to field-side wiring. Page
Ownership Typically, each module in the system has only one owner. Some Input modules can
have multiple owners. With these modules, the channel sampling rate is exclusively determined
by the RPI value. The module scans its channels for input data. The module broadcasts the data
to its backplane. At the RPI, the following events occur. Event tasks are useful for
synchronizing process variable PV samples and proportional integral derivative PID
calculations. The analog output module broadcasts data using Multicast as its connection
method in a local chassis. Your application uses a 4â€¦20 mA transmitter. Page Calibration
Status data is available via the module tags. It compares the device defined in your project to
the installed device. If keying fails, a fault occurs. These attributes are compared. Attribute
Description Vendor The controller still sends data in the IF6I module format but firmware
internally moves data to the IF8I module format. An 8-channel module still behaves as an
8-channel module, but accepts a 6-channel module format. The bit resolution and 16,, counts
are available across For example, if you are using the IF8I module in Current mode, the module
supports a 0â€¦21 mA actual range capability. But your application uses a 4â€¦20 mA
transmitter. The error is calculated across the entire input range selected, not the available
range of a sensor used with the module. If a sourcing overcurrent condition exists, the IF8I
module sets the input to 24 mA, that is, the equivalent engineering unit value. The IF8I module
consumes Because of the demands that are placed on that supply, take special care when
calculating the power requirements for modules in the same chassis as a IF8I module. Each
level has a filter associated with it. The module automatically determines which filter is used
based on the Notch Filter setting and RPI rate. Page 45 The following table lists the available
Notch Filter settings, the minimum RPI rate available with that Notch Filter setting, and the
corresponding noise response. For example, if you are using the IF8I module in the 0â€¦10V
input range and the module voltage increases to 11V, the overrange feature detects this
condition. This value specifies the time constant for a digital, first-order lag filter on the input. It

is specified in units of milliseconds. A value of 0 zero disables the filter. The deadband lets the
process alarm status bit remain set, despite the alarm condition disappearing, as long as the
input data remains within the deadband of the process alarm. The actual rate of change for the
last sample is returned in the Ch[x]. RateOfChange input tag of each channel. For example, if
you have 12 input devices that are connected to one IF8I module and two IRT8I modules in the
same chassis, or different chassis For more information User Analog External The data is
returned via module tags that you can monitor in your Logix Designer application. Page 62
Chapter 4 Temperature-sensing Analog Modules The following graphic shows 10 Hz Notch Filter
selection and how the noise is dissipated over the entire spectrum but especially at the Notch
Filter setting and its overtones. Page Process Alarms Chapter 4 Temperature-sensing Analog
Modules By using a step input change to illustrate the filter response, you can see that when
the digital filter time constant elapses, Each additional time constant achieves The alarm
remains on, even if the condition causing it to occur disappears, until the alarm is unlatched.
You must manually unlatch the alarm. Page Rate Alarm Chapter 4 Temperature-sensing Analog
Modules Rate Alarm The rate alarm triggers if the rate of change between input samples for
each channel exceeds the specified trigger point for that channel. In this case, valid values are
from TenOhmOffset tag. In this case, valid values are â€¦99 For example, if the resistance of a
copper RTD used with a channel is 9. Page 70 Chapter 4 Temperature-sensing Analog Modules
Because these modules can each be used in various applications, differences exist when a wire
off condition is detected in each application. The table lists the differences that occur when a
wire off condition occurs in various applications. To see where to set the Temperature Units,
see page Page Synchronized Sampling Chapter 4 Temperature-sensing Analog Modules To
avoid increased module error resulting from increased resistance levels, the module can
automatically compensate for resistance levels and maintain its accuracy. The module
measures the wire resistance and actively compensates for that resistance with each sample.
Check Remote CJ Compensation. Cold Junction Disable Option You can disable cold junction
compensation on your module. Check Cold Junction Disable to disable compensation as shown
below. The single Cold Junction Offset affects all channels equally. If you know that your cold
junction compensation values are consistently inaccurate by some level, for example, 1. The
following table lists the complete set of fault and status tags for temperature-sensing modules.
The output type selection determines the available ranges. Ramp to Program mode When the
present output value changes to the Program value after a Program command is received from
the controller. The alarms are disabled by default. Failure to update the clamp values can
generate a very small output signal that could be misinterpreted as a hardware problem. With
some exceptions, as noted in the following table, the OF8I module provides the fault and data
status in a channel-centric format. Page Redundant Owners Chapter 5 OF8I Isolated Analog
Output Module Redundant ownership lets a single controller use redundant adapters to
Redundant Owners communicate with a single output or lets two separate controllers
coordinate to control the output. Configure OF8I Redundant Owners To enable Redundant
Ownership mode in the output module, each connection to the output module is via a redundant
owner module definition. Thus there is never a case where one connection is in Run mode and
the other connection is in Program mode, so no need to worry about synchronizing. Output is
not owned until the Claim connection is made. One chassis per routine. Insert an Add-On
Instruction for each digital input module you have in the chassis. You will lose or voltage
isolated 2 channels and all of the new features of the IF8I module. Verify that only one of the
connections to the Output module has the. OwnerClaim output set to true 1. OwnerReady
output set to true 1. Slide the module into the chassis until the module locking tab clicks. Page
Connect The Grounded End Of The Cable If you cannot ground the module shield and drain
wires at field-side, ground them at an earth ground on the chassis. Attach a ground lug and
apply heat shrink tubing to the exit area. Connect the drain wire to a chassis mounting tab. Use
any chassis mounting tab that is designated as a functional signal ground. Insert the
screwdriver into the outer hole of the RTB to depress the spring- loaded clamp. Housing 1.
Align the grooves at the bottom of each side of the housing with the side edges of the RTB. This
could cause an explosion in hazardous location installations. Press quickly and evenly to seat
the RTB on the module until the latches snap into place. Slide the locking tab down to lock the
RTB onto the module. Unlock the locking tab at the top of the module. Open the RTB door by
using the bottom tab. Select the module and click Create. On the General tab, name the module.
Make sure that the Slot number in the configuration matches the physical slot number of the
chassis housing the module. The Description field is optional. The fields on the Alarm
Configuration tab are specific to the module type. You use this tab to configure the cold
junction compensation option. Page 2. Access the Module Properties dialog box. Click the
Configuration tab and make the required configuration changes. In this example, the channel 0

configuration for a IF8I module is copied to all other channels on the module. Click Copy
Channel Configuration. Click OK or Apply for the new channel configuration to take effect. If
desired, you can apply configuration changes to the first channel, as described in step 3, before
moving to the next step and copying channel configuration. You are not required to calibrate
the module at any point in its lifespan. Right-click the module you want to calibrate and choose
Properties. On the Configuration tab, make sure the Input Type for each channel to be calibrated
is set to Voltage V. The input range selection does not impact calibration. When the warning
appears, click OK. Select the channels to be calibrated and click Next. It indicates the channels
are calibrated for a low reference and the range of the calibration. If channels are OK, click Next.
If any channel reports an error, return to step 9 and click Retry until the status is OK. If the error
persists indefinitely, click Stop to exit calibration. The channel remains calibrated to the
accuracy level achieved at factory calibration. If any channel reports an error, return to step 12
and click Retry until the status is OK. Make sure that the controller is in Program Mode or the
Connection is Inhibited available via the Connection tab. After you connect the precision
resistor, we recommend that you wait IMPORTANT for a minimum of two minutes before
proceeding to the next task to obtain the highest calibration accuracy. Click Next. The Group
High Reference Results dialog box indicates the status of each channel after calibrating for a
high reference. If any channel reports an error, return to step 11 and click Retry until the status
is OK. Follow these steps to calibrate your module. On the Calibration tab, click Start
Calibration. The Group Low Reference Results dialog box appears, as shown below. It indicates
the status of each channel after calibrating for a low reference. If any channel reports an error,
return to step 9 and click Retry until the You must measure the actual level and record the
results to account for any module inaccuracies. The Output Reference Signals dialog box
appears. It indicates the channels are calibrated for a low reference and the calibration range.
The Measure and Record Values dialog box appears. For each channel being calibrated, use
your current meter to measure the reference value of each channel individually. In the Recorded
Reference mA column record the measured value for each channel that was recorded and click
Next. Click Finish. Flashing green The module passed internal diagnostics and is not actively
controlled or the connection is open and the controller is in Program mode. Diagnostic faults
are reported only in the Tag Editor. The Value field indicates a fault with the number 1. Page
Chapter 9 Troubleshoot Your Module If the previously listed tasks fail to resolve your issue with
incorrect temperature readings on your module, use the following table. Page Chapter 9
Troubleshoot Your Module If the previously listed tasks fail to resolve your issue with incorrect
RTD readings on your module, use the following table. Page If the previously listed tasks fail to
resolve your issue with incorrect voltage or current readings on your module, use the following
table. Page Rockwell Automation Publication UmE-En-P - December Troubleshoot Your Module
Chapter 9 If the previously listed tasks fail to resolve your issue with incorrect voltage or
current readings on your module, use the following table. Open the tags as needed to view
specific tags. HAlarmLimit tag value. Any positive or negative value. Determined by how you set
the scaling parameters on the channel. InputRange tag LAlarm tag when the I. Configuration
Tags The following table describes the Configuration tags associated with the IR12module. You
must correct this condition to successfully calibrate the module. Configuration Tags The
following table describes the Configuration tags associated with the IT16 module.
MaxRampRate tag value or is latched. OutputRange tag Reference value. In this type of
structure, all Array Data Structures the tags for a particular point are organized under that point.
For example, in Figure 33, all of the tags that appear under point 0 also appear under points
1â€¦15 for the input module in slot 1. Current Draw at 5. Slot Module Cat. Current 5. AIFM Cat.
Pre-wired Cable Cat. This manual is also suitable for: of8i ir12 it16 irt8i. Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. You could replace the if6i module. For example
if you have an existing application with a if6i module used in voltage mode that is wired with
products you would be using a aifm6s 3 terminal block. Catalog numbers if16 if6cis if6i if8 ir6i
it6i it6i2 updated diagram labels for wiring the if6i module. Today were excited to declare that
we have discovered an extremely interesting niche to be pointed out that is if6i wiring diagram.
Through the thousand images on the internet in relation to if6i wiring diagram selects the very
best selections having greatest image resolution exclusively for you all and this images is
usually considered one of pictures choices in our best photographs gallery in relation to if6i
wiring diagram lets hope you might think it s great. If16 module wiring examples and specificati
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ons if8 module about if16 the allen bradley if16 is a non isolated analog current voltage i o
module. If you do not refer to the logix controller user manual publication. Updated diagram
labels for wiring the if6i module chapter 6 updated fahrenheit temperature conversion range
values for cold junction compensation types and cold junction offset option added advisory not
to exceed the spec ific isolation voltage when using a separate power source when wiring
various modules. Attached to the terminal block you would have a acablexxxy cable. High
resolution analog i o modules catalog numbers if8i irt8i of8i ir12 it16 user manual original
instructions. Professional Ib32 Allen Bradley Controllogix Digital I O Many individuals
attempting to find info about if6i wiring diagram and of course one of them is you is not it. Share
this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer.

